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CORN AS A STOCK FOOD. 
IMPOHTANCE OF ' CORN AS A STOCK FOOD-cn EMICAL COMPOSITION-DIGES-
TIBLE NUTRIENTS-INFLUENCE OF MATUHITY ON FEEDING VALUE 
-INCREASING THE VALUE OF CORN-VALUE OF STOVER-
SILOING, F IELD CURING, SHREDDING, GRIND-
I NG, COOKING, SOILING. 
By H. J. \ i\Taters, Dean Missomi Agricultural College and Experiment 
Station, Columbia, Mo. 
It is not possible within the limits of this paper to present a treatise 
on animal nutriti on, and 11 0 attempt is here made to discuss any. of the 
many interesting and important scientific principles which form the basis 
of the rational feeding of animals, beyond those , problems which are in-
t imately related to the proper ancI profitable utilization of the corn plant. 
In no case is it possihle or indeed advisable to attempt to set clown fixed 
rules or definite directions for the guidance of the feeder. Local and 
varying conditions with reference to the abundance, convenience and 
cheapness of certa in classes of food stuffs, the class, quality and value of 
the animal product sought to he produced; the convenience to market, 
etc., are important and uSllal1y determining factors to which it would be 
im{)':)ss ible to make a general adjustment of any set of fixed rules. 
IMPORTAN CE OF CORN AS A STOCK FOOD. 
Corn is the great American stock foo(1. No other plant compares 
with it in its wiele and general distribu tion, in the ease, certainty and 
~heapness "vith which it may be proc1uced; in the yield of valuable food 
material per acre, and in the close relation it bears to the develop-
ment of the live stock interest of the country. Pracitcally every State 
in the Union is reported as growing corn commercially. Where corn 
is grown extensively, there the live stock interests are ex-
tensively developed and prosperous. A corn center is synony-
mous with a live stock center, and the geographical distri-
bution of corn production is ina general wayan index 
to the distribution of live stock productiqn. Eleven prominent 
corn states, of which Missouri is one, producing something over 75 per 
cent of all the corn of the United States, produce practically 60 per cent. 
of the horses, mules, cattle, hogs, milch cows and sheep of the country : 
From these states are drawn the chief supplies of well finished beeves 
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and hogs, and well developed horses and mules. They are the feed yards 
of the nation. It is a significant fact also that in this territory are con· 
centrated the great herds of blooded cattle, horses, hogs and sheep. A 
country pre-eminently adapted to corn growing, is at once pre-eminently 
adapted to the production of a high class of live stock. Even the stock~ 
men and dairymen on the high-priced lands of the East find it profitable, 
indeed necessary, to make corn the basis of the rations for their stock. 
An idea may be formed of the importance of this crop to the feed-
ing operations of the country when it is realized that the normal com 
crop of the United States is in round numbers two billion bu~hels and 
that more than one and a half billion bushels of this crop are normally 
required for the feeding of our own stock, leaving only about 200,000,000 
bushels for export, and the same quantity to be converted into manu-
factured products such as flour, starch, glucose, whisky, alcohol, beer, 
high wines, etc. 
IMPORTANCE OF CORN TO MISSOURI. 
All that has been said of the importance and prominence of corn in 
the United States applies with even more force to Missouri. No other 
crop compares with it, either in acreage, total yield, or value. Upon no 
other crop do the farmers and stockmen so fully and completely depend 
for their sustenance and profit. A failure of this crop means the forced 
sale of their stock . in an unfinished condition on a dull market; the re-
stocking of their farms later at high prices, or delay until their herds 
may be replenished by the natural increase. It means the complete de-
rangement of their plans, and virtually forces them out of business for 
that season' and leaves them poorly prepared for the next one. 
The normal acreage, yield and value on the farm of the more impor-
tant staple crops of the State are shown in the following table compiled 
by Secretary Ellis. 
. NORMAL CROPS OF MISSOURI. 
*Oorn ............... ...... . .... . .. . ... . 
·Wheat ....... ... ....... . .. . ... .. ....... . . . . 
·Oats .. ....... .......... . . . ... . .......... . 
*Hay ........... .. .. . ....... . ...... . . . .. . . 
+Potatoes .. ....... . ....... .. . . ........ . . . 
*A verage 8 years. 
tAverage 3 years. 
I 
Total acres.J Total yield bu. 
6,378,000 191,340,000 
1,159,000 14,487000 
1,013,000 25, 3"..5, 000 
2,375,000 3,114,000 
90,000 6,750,000 
;Valuation average 10 years, 1891 to. 1900. 
Av. yield I Total "alul1-
bu. Uon.to 
30 
12.5 
25 
1.3 tons 
75 
57,400,000 
8,981,000 
6,078.000 
20,116,000 
3,105,000 
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CHEMICAL COM.POSITION. 
In the subjoined tables will be found the average chemical composi-
tion of the grain, mill products, etc., of the different types of corn*: 
Gr"Lne:llt_All a,mtlyses· ···· ··· · ·· · ·· ·· ·········· 1 Rli I 
Flint- All :1nftlyses ............... ... .. · .... · IiK 
Sweet-All a.na,lyses .... .. ............... ····. ;~tj 
Pop Yariet,jes... .. .. ............. . .. .. . ... . .... ., 
::-ioft va.riet. i.es ..... .. , . . .. . .. ... .. .. .. . ... . ... . ;-, 
All \':1I'iet,i"s and analyses................. :~08 
Mill and wastc products: 
OOl'nrneal-All analyses ...... . ... ,', ... .. ... ' I j I 
g~~~ ~~f;. ~:.~1:~~~1.~:.1~::::'::::::::::::::::::::: 18 
Hominy chop.......... ... ...... .......... . .. . . .tl 
Corn brun ................................ ,... ;j 
(Jor]] ~el'nl ........•...... • ... ··· .. ············ a I ( )orn germ Dl en,] . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . n 
Oream gluten uloal .. . o ...... . . . ....... , •• ,.' •••••• 
Ohicago gluten menl .................. .. ·.··· ..... . 
l,Ong g luten [ueal. ... 0 •• 0 •••••• ~ •• , •••••• • • 
Gluten feed.... .................. ......... ... 11 
Bun'alo ~lut,en feed ................ · .. · · .. · ·· 
PeorIa ~iutell feed........... ....... ......... 1 
Hockford gluten feed ...................... .. 
Ohicago lllai7.o feed,.... ...... ... . ......... .. a 
Gluten feed '1lld refuse ..................... · II 
Dried starch and snga" feed........... ... .. 4 
Sta.rch feed, wet .. .. ......... . .. o. ....... . .. . 12 
Oorn fodder, green: 
Dent varieties... . ..... .. . .... .... . .... .. ... .. Oil 
Dent varlet.ies-Kerllels ~la1.ed............ 7 
Ii'lInt varieties......................... .. ..... 40 
l~lInt vari~ti!,s-Kerllels gh11.cd........ ... 10 
Sweet v:trletles. .......................... .. .. 21 
All varieties................. . .......... .. ... . 126 
I,eaves and huslts-Green.............. .... . 4 
Stripped stalks-Grcen...................... 4 
Oorn silage......................... .. .... .... !In 
Oorn fodder-T"ield-c:ured (:l).................... i!5 
Oorn lelwes-INeld-curecl............... . .. ...... 17 
Oorn husks-Field-cured, ...................... , HI 
Oorn stalks-FIeld-cured....................... . If> 
Oorn stover-Field-cured (3)......... ........... GO 
10.(i 
11.iI 
S.ti 
10 . ~. 
!U! 
10.11 
1;;.0 
]:;.1 
10 .• 
ll.l 
!I.1 
10.7 
H.l 
10.1 
l:~.B 
7.4 
7.R 
!l.li 
7.;; 
~.n 
il.l 
t.i.:i 
10. !I 
tm.,j· 
,'!I. 0 
,'3.4 
'iil.R 
77.1 
7'0.1 
7!I.a 
lItl.2 
70.1 
7'9. 1 
42.3 
30.0 
50.ll 
liSA 
,10.:; 
1. :~ 
1.5 
1.1 
1.1 1.a 
1 9 . H 
2. ~I 
.7 
1.4 
~l. 7 
ri.:; 
1.H 
1 '.I 
:3.4 
10.3 
10.:; 
lUi 
11. ~! 
11.4 
10,5 
n. :~ 
S.fi 
:).4 
n.8 
!I,O 
\I,R 
11.1 
ail.,' 
ali.:; 
:m.7 
:)·1.0 
:~7 . 1 
1!I.X 
2.1.H 
:~2. 8 
:W.7 
.HI. 'j 
Ii. t 
1. 'i 
~~.O 
}!.O 
.) 1 1:9 
1.8 
:).1 
.5 
1. 'i 
4.r. 
11.0 
:J..r. 
1.. !I 
a.s 
(*) Arranged from .Jordan's "Tho lceedlng of 1\ nlm:tis-190L" 
(:~) By corn'fodder Is meanl. the entlr(, pitwt., including the e'Ll'. 
2.:~ 
1.7 
2. 8 
1.8 
2.0 
:!.1 
1.0 
n.n 
BO.] 
a.8 
1~.7' 
4.1 
n.n 
1.7 
1.4 
1.:~ 
5.3 
o. ~. 
'." 9 n . N 
I\, 0 
7.0 
4. fi 
4.7 
a.I 
;;.6 
ti.7 4.a 
4.:1 
4.4 
5.0 
R.7 
7.8 
6.0 
14.:1 
:ll,4 
15.8 
n.o 
1H.7 
, '0.4 
70.1 
m.8 
li!I.6 
70.~2 
69. 6 
fiS.7 
!i4.8 
:;4.!1 
li4.5 
02. 2 (i.!. 0 
62.5 
51.1 
4fl.R 
!'i2.6 
51.2 
51.1 
51.1 5n (j 
t:.o po. oJ~. , 
56.8 
54.8 
22.0 
1:~.0 
15.5 
12.1 
14.6 
12.8 
12.2 
10.0 
14.0 
11.0 
34.7 
35.7 
28.,\ 
17.0 
31.5 
5.0 
5.0 
8.1 
5.2 
5.5 
5.4 
3.S 
ii.S 
.5 
8.3 
5 .8 
7.4 
7.1 
2.6 
~~. 7' 
4.0 
10.6 
3.2 
12.6 
3.5 
e.9 
10.4 
9.0 
3.1 
.5 
.9 
. 7 
.8 
.5 
.5 
1.1 
.5 
.8 
1.6 
1.4 
.7 
.5 
1.1 
(3) By corn stover is meant. the portion of j,he pl:tnt remaining "fter the ears are re-
moved. 
A more detailed study of the chemical composition of the corn kernel 
has been made by the New Jersey Experiment Station*. One hundred 
grams of corn kernels were separated as nearly as possible into skin, 
germ, and starchy and hard portion, and the different parts analyzed 
with the result shown below. 
*:\'ew J ersey Experiment. SI'atioll-Bu\letln ~o, 10'.;' 
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PERCENTAGE OF DRY SUBSTANCE OF DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE CORN 
KERN EL. 
<>oc ~ ;.. Q~ ~~ ~~~ "t en po 
"'po 0 E" "'0 "'><<> p-~~~ g@" 1:'0' t:> .. "" oc !,"", <>",,0 oc 
• et-~ 
'" 
' p o ~a~ 
'" • !'/.IS! .., !" ~j;~ .., : • 0 <> : : <> 
odl:' 
'" 
oc 'd IC~ '" I:' I:' 
"'0 
'" '" 
",,,, ,.. 
.., ..... !'" ... .., 
... '" 
Original kerneL . .... . ... .. . . .. . ... ...... .. . . 100 1.7 12.8 2.0 79.4 4. 3 
Skin .. . ... . .. . .. .... ... . . . ..................... . .... ... . 5.5 1.3 6.6 16.4 74.1 1.& 
Germ . ... ... ... .... . .... .. .. ... . ... . . . . . .. . .. ..... 10.2 11.1 21. 7 2. 9 34.7 29.6 
Starchy and hard parts ... ........ . .. . ... . . . .... . ... 84 .3 .. 12.2 .6 85.0 1.5 
These results are of particular interest in connection with a study 
of the by-products of corn such as the gluten feeds, germ meal, hominy 
chop, corn bran, distillery slops, etc., resulting from the manufacture of 
starch, hominy, glucose, beer, spirits, etc., from conl. These corn 
feeds are now offered on the markets in such quantities as to be of con-
siderable commercial importance and to be worthy of the careful study 
of the feeder. 
The cut (Fig. I) which we are permitted to use through the 
courtesy of the New Jersey Experiment Station, will help the student to 
a clearer understanding of the particular parts of the corn kernel re-
ferred to in the tables above, and what parts enter chiefly into the com-
positi.on of the different corn by-products now on the market. 
It will be observed that the starchy portion constitutes more than 
four-fifths of the entire kernel, that the germ, which is only about one-
tenth of the kernel, contains practically two-thirds of th e fat and almost 
two-thirds of the ash of the entire kernel. The crude fiber is largely in 
the skin. 
Most of the so-called feed is what is lefi: after the starch has been 
removed more or less completely from the grain: This is accomplished 
by mechanical means, and leaves the residue uninjured by the process, 
which in brief is as follows: 
The grain is ground into meal, usually in warm running water or 
after it has been thoroughly soaked and the various parts of the kernel 
named in the table are separated in water by gravity. The sl{'in or hulls 
forming the bran, float on the surface ; . the germs sink to the bottom, 
while the starch and hard port ions of the kernel carrying, in addition to 
the starch, a considerable portion of gluten cells, are held in suspension 
in the water. The water carrying the starch and gluten in suspension 
is then conducted slowly through long troughs, where the starch being 
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the heavier settles to the bottom, and the gluten is carried on to be re-
covered by evaporating the water. 
The composition therefore of the by-products will depend upon the 
particular part of the kernel from which it is made. When derived 
largely from the hulls, as in the case of the bran, the content of crude 
fiber will be relatively high, and the content of protein and fat will be 
relatively low. If made from the germs as in the case of the germ meals, 
. ~ 
FIG 1. n. The husk. or sldn. whieh covers th() whol(J kOI·uel· H conslsl,s of two dls-
Ullct layers. the out,er an!! Inno1', which, when removed, eonstltuto l,lIe bl'ltll, and contain 
practically :11] of the .;l'ude !ibor or t,he wilolo gl'ILln. ' 
I). A Iityel' of gluten cells, which Ilos Immedial,cly lln<lCl'nCILt.h tho husk; It Is yellow In 
color, and cannot be r.e'Ltllly se]J:Lml,eil from (',ho remalnilor or the kernel. 'l'hls part, is t,be 
richest of :1ny in protein. 
c. The germ. which is re"dily distinguished by Us position and form, "Iso contains 
gluten, though It Is p"rl,icularY'rlch In 011 Itnd mineral eonsMtu(;nts. 
,L. The large port,lon Is composed chiefly of starch; the dark color intlic:1tes the yellOW, 
flinty part, In which the star<:i'.-holdlng ,.,ells are more CIOSHly complLe!;ccl. 
it will run relatively high in fat and ash and moderately high in protein. 
The gluten as separated fr0111 the starch when unmixed with other ma-
terials, is distinguished by its hig'h con1.ent of protein. 
"As found in the market, the principal brands are 'sugar corn' or 
'"tarch' feed, made up mostly of hulls and germs; gluten meal, which 
tomes f1;0111 the flinty portion of the kernel, and gluten feed, which is 
now a mixture of hulls and the gluten part. When unmixed with other 
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parts of the kernel, the hulls are also known as corn bran and the germ 
portion from which the oil has been pressed is called, when ground, 
germ oil meal. The corn bran contains the least protein and the gluten 
meal the most, while the gluten -feed and germ oil meal occupy a position 
between these. It should be remarked that the commercial names for 
gluten products are not always a safe gttide in their purchase."'" 
All foods of this class, including such other by-prodttcts as wheat 
bran, wheat middlings, linseed meal, cottonseed meal, etc~, should in-
variably be purchased on the basis of a guaranteed content of protein, 
fat, nitrogen free extract and fiber just as commercial fertilizers are no\\" 
purchased, on a guaranteed content of nitrogen, potash and phosphoric 
acid. 
DIGESTInLE NUTRIENTS. 
While the foregoing tables, showing the composition of the different 
varieties of corn and the different parts of the plant cannot fail to be in-
teresting and instructive to the student of animal nutrition, at the same 
time it should be borne in mind that only a part of any vegetable food is 
digested by the animal, the undigested portion being voided in the form 
of dung as so much worthless or waste material. 
In general the grains and concentrated feeds are more completely 
digested than the coarse fodders. A larger proportion of the corn grain 
is digested than of the corn stover. A larger proportion of wheat than 
of the straw. It is worthy of remark in passing, that the corn grain 
is one of the most concentrated and is the most completely digested of 
any of the grain feeds. 
Then, too, the digestibility of any food stuff may be affected within 
certain narrow limits by its palatability, by the quantity consumed by the 
animal, the stage of growth or development at which it was harvested, 
and' its combination with other food stuffs. 
Contrary to the general impression, the digestibility of a feed does 
not appear to be affected either favorably or unfavorably, at least to any 
considerable degree under ordinary circumstances, by cooking, soak-
ing, . grinding, or the method of preserving or drying, so long as it is not 
SUbjected to mechanicaf loss of the finer parts in drying and handling, 
or to molding or fermenting in the process of preserving, unless such 
process add materially to its palatability. 
The amount of digestible mttrients, therefore, is ~ far safer measur(! 
of the feeding value of any substance than the mere chemical composi-
tion. For, aside, from its palatableness, the value of a food depends first 
upon the amount of digestible material supplied and second upon the 
p'roportion of protein, carbohydrates and fat in this digestible material. 
. *Jordan-The Feeding of Animals. 
Xinety-fi\"e head of yearling Angus steprg that sold for f~ per 100 pounds. Fed by Turner MeBame. Mcllaine, Missouri. -fh- b ,  s r, s_ c in 8
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To present this information concerning the products of the corn 
plant in a form convenient for reference, the following table has been 
arranged : 
The average percentage of digestible nutrients supplied by the grain, 
the mill products and the different parts of the corn plant.'" 
>t:i Q 
..., ~~" 0 
'" 1::::~"1 
'" ~sO' a' : _"'0 
'" ~~ CD ..,
... ' 
Grain, mill and by-products. 
Oorn, all determinations.. .... .... .. . . .. .. .... .. . . .. ........... . . . 
Dent corn .. . . . . ..... . . ... .. . ............ .. ...... . . .. ... ..... .. . . ... . 
Flint corn ... ... .. .. . .... . ........................... " ....... . . . 
Sweet corn ... . . . .... ... .. . .. ..... . ........... .. ... . ..... . . . . ..... . 
Oorn and cob meal. . . .. . . .... . ... .. ... .. . ..... .. . . .. .. . .. . . . . . .. . 
Oob mea!. .... .. ........... . . .. . . ... ........... . . .. .. . . .... ... .... . 
7.9 66.7 
78 667 
H.O 662 
88 HR .7 
·t·j 60.0 
O..i 52.fi 
Corn bran . ............ .. . . .. . .................................. . . 7.4 5n.8 
Glutenmeal. ... . ..... . ... . .. ... . .. . ............ . ....... .. .... .. . . 2;3.8 4~.4 
Germ mea!. .... . . . .................. . .. . . . ..... . ..... .......... . !l.0 61.2 
Starch refuse. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . ... .. . ..... . .. ... . ... . . .. . . .. . . 11.4 584 
if1ii~!~l~~:::::::::::: :: :::: :: : . :::::::::::::::::: . ::::::::::::::: 26.7 38.8 7.:; il5.2 ao.a 3,..3 
~~fr~'h ~:~~:wet ::.: ::::·:: . :::: :::. ' ::: :::: :.:::::::::::: ,::: .::::::: 11l .7 51. 7 5.5 21. 7 
S!Jage, Fodder etc. 
f8~~nS}~d~eer; ·greiiri. :::::: ::::: ::: ::: :: :: :: :::::': :: :":. ::::::: : :::: 
Corn fodder. field cured .. ... . . . .... . . .... .. .. . . . ........ .. .... ... . 
0.(1 11. 3 
1.0 11.6 
2.5 34. li 
*Corn stover, field cured ...... ... .... . . .. ......... .. ....... . . . . .. . . 1.7 32.4 
tThe entire phLnt. 
tWhat is left after the elLr Is l'OmOYNI. 
I NFLUENCE OF MATURITY UPON YIELD OF DIGESTInI,E SUBSTANCE. 
4. 3 
4.3 
4.3 
7.0 
2.9 
0.3 
4. 6 
11.0 
6.2 
6. 5 
12.4 (1.8 
14.5 
8.7 
2.3 
0.7 
0.4 
1. 2 
0.7 
The stage of development of a plant at the time it is harvested may 
materia1Jy affect its value as a feed in two ways. (I) In the quantity 
of digestible material produced. (:3) In the palatableness of the foddcl. 
Aside from these considerations, the greater certainty and convenience 
in curing the more mature plants; the mechanical loss of the finer por-
tions due to storms or to the handling of the plants in harvesting when 
they are too mature, affect 111 practice, to a considerable 
degree, the time of. harvesting each crop independently of 
the yield and the palatability of the product. It is also 
true that in handling large areas of any crop, it is not con-
venient or profitable to arrange for sufficient force of men 
and machinery to harvest the entire crop in precisely the stage that is 
considered to combine the maximum yield with the highest degree of 
palatableness. H ence the harvest must usually begin at a stage when 
some sacrifice in yield is made and extend to the point where some loss 
in palatableness is sustained. 
* Henry. "Feeds and l~eedlng ." 
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In the case of the corn plant, the impression has long prevailed that 
after the roasting ear stage is reached, nothing is actually added to the 
'p1ant, that it then contains all the nutrients it will ever contain ; that the 
non-nitrogenous compounds then consist chiefly of sugar which is to 
some extent at least converted into indigestible compounds in the process 
of ripening and that by allowing it to ripen a loss of digestible material 
occtlrs by reason of these changes. 
That the position is wholly erroneous and that the plant continues to 
gain in dry substance until fully mature, is clearly shown by the results 
of numerous careful experiments. 
WATER AND DRY MATTER IN CORN CROP AT DIFFERENT PERIODS AFTER TAS-
SELING-NEW YORK (GENEVA) STATION.* 
Stage of growth. 
s6> ",:a ~t:! 0;: g~ ~~ t:>"" CIl'" .!"S 
. " '0 :'0 ~t\"" 
'" ... '" 
0"" 
... t:>"" 
il' ~ ~~ 
'" ... " :'C ... 
.!" 
.SO : '" ... 
July 30..... Fully tasseled ...... . . ..... . ..... ..... . ....... .. .. . . ......... ... . . !I .O 8.2 .S 
Aug. 9.. ... Fully sllked . . .... .. .... ...... .. .. ..... ....... ... ...... ..... . . . .. . . 12.0 11.3 1.5 
Aug. 21... . . Kernels watery to full milk . ..... ..... .... .. .-: .............. . .. . 1(j.3 14.0 2.3 
Sept. 7..... Kernels glazing ...... ...... .. ..... .... .... . ... . . .. . . . ...... .. .... . 16.1 12.5 3.6 
Sept. 23 ..... Ripe ............ . ... . . .. .. .... ..... . . .. . . . ...... ... .. .. .......•..... 14. 2 10.2 4.0 
"Henry's " Feeds a nd Feeding." 
It will be observed that the most rapid gain in pounds of dry matter 
per acre occurred between the roasting ear and glazing stages and that 
there was a material gain from the glazing stage to the time when the 
plant was ripe. Had the crop in this case been harvested in the roasting 
ear stage, the yield of dry matter would have been 2.3 tons per acre, 
while four tons were secured when the plants were fully ripe. In other 
words, the yield was practically doubled between the roasting ear and 
full ripeness. 
An elaborate study of this problem by Jordan at the Maine Experi-
ment Station* confirms the results already quoted and adds to our knowl-
edge of the changes that take place in the composition of the plant during . 
the later stages of growth. A summary of the results are shown in the 
following table: 
* Maine Experiment Station-Report 1896, page 62. 
PRODUCTION 'OF TI·lI\. CORN PLANT PER ACRe: AT DIFFERENT STAGES OF 
GROWTI·I. 
Stage of development when harvested. 
UQ it .... ti "''''~ "!S~ 0-'" 3'< v·~ ~CDI-" ~~= 
::;:jOO S ~." = P"~"< ~S' p .P5 ~. ~ ~aq .". 
.". ;6 OJ ~~e. 
'" 'C 
'" r~.~ 0",l:S 
'" 
't:I
""'''' ::l. 
'" 
1:13 ~~a 0 ..., 
"'" 
p (!)p ~~~ ('> p ..... 
So '" g.~ : ..... 1-1 SO . 1:'< 
Ears beginning to form ............................... ~ ......... . .. . . 3.064 . .. .. .... . . .. ..... 
A few roasting ears .............. . ....... ·... . .... . ...... .. ...... ...... 13 5,210 2.146 165.0 
All roasting ears...... ......... .... ... ..... ...... . ......... ........ .... 7 6,000 849 121.3 
Some ears glazing. . .......... . . .......... .. ............ . ......... . ..... 8 6,080 620 77.5 
All earsglall'd. .................... ............................ ..... 7,039 358 39.S 
Totallncl'ease.... .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. . .... ........ . ..... .. .... .. .......... .. 3,974 
In this case the yield of dry-matter per acre was more than doubled 
in 37 days or between the silking stage and the fully glazed stage. 
It will be interesting to see what the character of this gain was. The 
table below furnishes this information. 
PRODUCTION OF DIFFERENT CLASSl~S OF COMPOUNDS PER ACRE AT DIFFER-
ENT STAGES OF DEVELOPMENT. 
~ '1l ::1 Z OIl i'fl "'l til ... (tI ~ • 
" 
'" p p' 0 0- ~I':"I' lQ P ;" 
..... .~ .,.", P ... (!) ",0 
'" " 
..... Stage of development when hnrvcsted. 0: p' pOQ P' ('>10 ! 0' 
¥' 0: !-"'= .... ct !" 0: ;n ;~ 0' !" i" !" til'" .10 
Ears begInnIng to form .... . . . . . . .. ..... .. 286 M>8 812 1,428 358 80 
A few roastIng ears .... ........ .............. aao HI2 I, ;J.l4 2,802 1,004 108 154 
A II roasting ears .... . .. ... ...... .. . .. ... . 37'6 690 1,192 3,!l2t 1.248 297 182 
. Some ears glazing ... .. ... .... .... ...... .. .. 372 639 1.201 4,177 1, 407 357 200 
All ears glazed ......... ... .. ... ............ 416 650 1,309 4,457 1,lUI 1,083 200 
Gain after first cutting ...... ..... . . ... 130 191 497 :1,020 80:3 1,083 129 
Gain after second cutting .................. 77 38 US 1,565 97 975 55 
"Two facts are clearly shown. First, that. the later growth of dry 
matter in the corn plant is made up chiefly of non-nitrogenous com-
pounds; s.econd, a large percentage of these compounds consist of 
sugars and starch, substances that are the best of their class for the pur-
poses of animal nutrition." 
Not only is the yield increased by allowing the plant to mature, but 
contrary to general opinion, the mature material is actuaIIy more digest-
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ible as is shown by the following summary of American Digestion Experi-
ments compiled by Jordan.':' 
DIGE~TED FROM 100 PARTS OF ORGANIC MATTER. 
Q 
o 
., 
~ 
Out before glazing, 13 experiments. . . ... . .... ...... . . ... . .. ....... . . . .... . ... "1 63.71 
Out after glazing, 10 experiments. . ... . .. . . ... .. . .... . . .. .. ... .. ... . . ..... ... .. ... . 70.7 
67'.4 
73.ti 
Applying these figures for corn focleler to the yields shown by the 
New York experiments in the preceding table it is found that an acre 
yielded of dry digestible matter when: 
In roasting ear stage ... ... . ...... .. . : .. ...... . ... . .. .. . ... .. .. ...... ... . . . .. .... ... .... .. ........... ... 1 
Fully ripe ....... ..... . .. . ................... . . .. . ....... ... ... . . . .. 
1.5 tons 
2.8 " 
Again, when the field-cured fodder is allowed to remain in the shock 
until required for feeding, as is the custom in the corn belt of Ameri,ca, 
it has been found that the more mature plants keep much better th,m 
those harvested green, and the season is usually sufficiently advanced by 
the time the corn is reasonably mature to escape the warm wet weather 
that is so destructive to feed of this class. 
In the light of these investigations and the experience of the most 
successful farmers it is considered that when the outer husks and th(;. 
leaves below the ear have turned yellow but have not become dry; when 
the stalk and leaves above the ear begin to show the golden tinge will 
p.erhaps as nearly approximate the maximum yield without sacrificing 
palatability and present a condition when the material may be put up m 
large shocks without danger of molding. At this stage the kernels are 
. fully glazed and practically mature. 
TO I NCREASE THE VALUE OF THE CORN PLANT. 
The two most important ways in which the efficiency and value of 
the corn plant may be increased are: . 
First.-By supplementing the corn and stover with such food stuffs 
as are relatively rich in protein so as to furnish the animal a more nearly 
balanced ration than these materials alone supply. 
Second.-By carefully saving and properly feeding the great crop 
*.fordan-The Feeding of Animals. 
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of corn stover (the plant after the ears are removed) which now for the 
most part is allowed to go to waste in this State. 
CORN A CARBONACEOUS POOD. 
Notwithstanding the fact that corn is the best single stock food 
known and that thousands of animals are successfully wintered or fat-
tened each year on an exclusive ration of corn and corn stover or some 
similar roughage, it is true that it is by no means a perfeCtly bal-
anced or complete food. As has already been shown by the-tables of 
composition and digestible nutrients, corn contains a very large quantity 
of carbonaceous matter in proportion to the protein compounds. It does 
not give a proper balance between the carbohydrates (which include~ 
starch, the sugars, fat and digestible fiber) and the protein. In other 
words, practical experience and scientific experiments have proven be-
yond doubt that by combining corn with some feed that will increase the 
proportion of protein, a more efficient ration will be the result; mort. 
rapid gains will be macIe by the animals to which it is fed; more ral)1d 
and healthful growth will be made on young animals; a larger flow of 
milk will be obtained from the dairy cow; and the steer will carry a 
smoother finish and a finer coat to market; anel under ordinary circum-
stances, or if the material for balancing" the corn be selected judiciously 
and with a due regard to the cost as compared with the increased effi-
ciency obtained, an increased profit will be returned. 
FOOD STUFFS FOR BALANCING CORN. 
All stock feeels may be divided into two general classes-one in 
which the fat-producing and heat-forming ingredients such as starch, 
the sugars, etc., designated as carbohydrates, and the fats largely pre-
dominate and the other class containng a relatively large amount of 
muscle-making material commonly known as protein. This protein is 
required for growth in young animals and, for breeding stock and 
animals in milk and 1S very valuable even in the final fattening process. 
The line between these two classes of foods cannot be sharply drawn in 
all cases, some feeds being sq nearly between the two as to be as appro· 
priately placed in one class as in the other. . 
As has already been pointed ont, corn is the 1110st important repre · 
sentative of the carbonaceous group, and we are here chiefly concerned 
in discovering the materials which may be used to supply the protein. 111 
which the corn is deficient. 
The following table contains some of the. more important foods of 
this class, together with the digestible nutrients supplied by them. 
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PARTIAL LIST OF FOODS RICH IN PROTEIN. 
Percentage of Digestible Nut1'-lellts. 
Oorn (for comparison).. . ... ..... . . . .. .. ... . . .. ....................... . 
Oorn stover (for comparison) .... .. ................ ... .... .. ......... . . 
Cottonseed meal........ ......... .... .............. . .. .... .. .. ....... . 
Linseed mt!al-old process ..... . .............. .. ......... .. ........ . 
Linseed meal-nelV proce.s ........................................... . 
Glucose meal .. .. ...... ..... ..................... .... ....... ............ . 
gf~rgng~;:f'::::: :::::: :: :: :::::::: ::::: ::::::::::::::: :::: :::: :::::::: 
~~I1~~t~rd(ili;;gs::::::'::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ': ::::::::::::: :::: 
Wheat bran ...................................... . ............... . .. 
Dark feeding fiour" .. . .... ..................... ...... ... . ........ .... .. . 
Huehwbeat middlings" ...... . . .. .. . ....... . ... ..... . .. ... ..... ... .... . 
Oat feed or shorts .. ............. . ...... ........................... .. .. ; 
~.~j~~:¥.~~~~?!~~~ ~~ ~;;; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:: ~ ~ ~ ~~:: ~ ~; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~;;; ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ 
ij~:.if;;,·:::H::HH:::::::::: 
Butter mille ................. . ........................... . ............. . 
P . I / oarbo- / lOte n. bydrates. 
7.0 
1.7 
37.2 
2~.3 
28.2 
30.3 
267 
')l) 8 iH:7 
12.8 
1:~ .2 
lB.;' 
22.0 
12.5 
19 .(1 
Iii. 7 
29.(1 
~,.) 4 
i8:a 
16.8 
11.0 
10.8 
10.5 
U.8 
3.0 
3.9 
U(17 
32.4 
16.9 
327 
40. 1 
35. 3 
38.8 
48.3 
51.7 
53.0 
89.2 
61.3 
33.4 
46.9 
37.1 
36.3 
2.'1.3 
41).3 
54:.2 
51.8 
39.11 
38.11 
34.9 
35.8 
4.0 
4.0 
4 . ~ 
.. 
12.3 
7.0 
98 
14:" 
12.4 
11.0 
S .• 
3,4, 
2.7 
:l .O 
:i.4 
2.8 
1.. 
:l.1 
14.4 
1.2 
1.1 
.7 
1.2 
1.1 
1.2 
1.7 
.5 
1.1 
Among those who have essayed to give advice on this subject are 
two classes of extremists. One who unduly exalts the value of the nitro-
genous group of nutrients, and, by inference at least, insists that the ra-
tion must have a more or less definite proportion of protein in order to 
be adapted to a given purpose, even regardless of convenience or cost. 
The other, realizing the unsoundness of this extreme position, is unwill-
ing to concede that any financial benefit will accrue from attempting to 
balance the ration to better meet the requirements of the class of animals 
to which it is to be fed. 
It is not difficult to discover the absurdity of the position of the first 
class when corn is worth, delivered to the railroad, from 20 to 25 cent:' 
per bushel-equivalent to $7 to $9 per ton, and corn stover may be had 
in abundance for the labor of cutting it, and the extra labor involved in 
husking the corn from the shock-amounting all told to not over $I.50 
per ton-and when cottonseed meal or linseed meal costs from $20 to 
$30 per ton. It is clear that it would be necessary for the balancing of 
the ration to exert a profound influence upon its efficiency in order to 
JijJeet the increased cost involved. A study of the experimental results 
with balanced and unbalanced rations for different classes of stock which 
follow in this chapter, while showing a decided and t1niform advantage 
in favor of the balanced ration, yet fail to show sufficient difference for 
most purposes to jt1stify the expense in the particular case noted above. 
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Clearly there is no law of nature or nations requiring the feeder to bal-
aoce his rations beyond the point of profit. 
On the other hand if, as will be clearly shown from ·the experi-
111ental data submitted, there is in practically every situation an op~or­
tunity to so combine materials at hand or materials that may be pur-
chased at a reasonable cost as to practically balance the ration, and in 
so doing increase the profits correspondingly, the conservatism and pre-
judice of the other class of extremists must at once yield. 
In general the best ration is made of such a combination of food 
stuffs as will give the proper proportion of protein and carbohydrates 
for the particular class of animals or the special purpose for which it is 
to be used, at the same t ime that careful attention is given to t'the cost 
of the material to be used, the palatability of the 1'Oliol! and the conveni-
ence ioith 7.t'hich 1:t 1110'), be obtained and fed. In short the controlling 
factor in making up every ration should be its cost in prGportion to its 
productiveness, but as has already been stated the taste and appetite of 
the animal should be catered to and heed should be given to the adapta-
bility of the ration to the special use to which it is proposed to be put. 
A vast majority of the feeders of America find it necessary and profit-
:able to use the product of the corn plant as the basis of all rations anrl 
for all classes of stock. It is clear that when feed is to be purchased, it 
should, as far as pra~ticable, be selected with reference to supplement-
ing, balancing or adding to the value of the material already on hand, 
rather than to purchase more of the same class. For example, it would 
not be good business to purchase timothy, kafir corn, sorghum, millet, 
(J'r any of the straws to feed with corn and stover, since such a combina-
tion adds nothing to the ration above the sum of digestible nutrients 
contained in the two feecls. Whereas~ if clover, alfalfa, cowpeas, bran, 
middlings, gluten meal, cottonseed meal, or linseed meal be selecte? to 
combine with the corn products, the feeding value of the resulting ration 
would be directly increased. As illustrations of the value of combining 
such materials with corn products the following results of careful experi-
ments are cited: 
Dairy Cows.-:-J ordan* reports the result of an experiment in which 
the yield of milk from cows when fed on six pounds of corn daily and 
all the t'imothy hay they would eat was compared with the quantity of milk 
obtained from the same cows when feu on a balanced l:ation consisting 
of two pounds corn meal; two pounds of cottonseed meal; and two 
pounds of gluten meal together with all the timothy hay they would 
eat. Both rations supplied practically , the same quantity of digestible, 
nutrients, but the proportion , of protein was nearly twice as much in 
*~laine StlLte Uollf.'g~ Annu lLl Report 1893, p!Lge 8L 
0 -2 
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the mixed grain ration as in the corn meal ration. The results showed 
that during the time the cows were fed the balanced ration, they pro-
duced from one-fifth to nearly one-third more milk than when they were 
fed on the unbalanced ration, and that the yield of milk solids was 
from 30 per cent. to 40 per cent. greater. 
Growing Steers.~The results of several years' work with yearling 
steers, at the Missouri Experiment Station* are reported, in which a gain 
from corn and timothy hay is compared with that from several other ra-
tions, in which the corn was at least partially balanced with cowpea hay, 
clover hay, etc. The following tables present a summary of the results: 
COMPARISON OF BALANCED AND UNBALANCED RATIONS FOR WINTERING 
YEARLING STEERS. 
First trial-18~9- 00-104 days-4 ste('TS in each 10t-4 pounds of corn per dlLY pel" head. 
;2? -~ 
-"' 
UQ;>- "':",0 
c::rP' c::r;l. e:.~ ~g2t rn"' ~'< r=. :I:l 
" 
.P : t:1:l Kind of teed. : p : D. ~ : ?-
" .., 
"" 
po o"P : ,.,. 
"' : ~. 
Vi ..... UQ't:t (1) 
. -
po 
.P !' .P ~.(1) : :'< I:l~ 
Oorn and timothy hay .......... . ... ...•.... 
·········1 
1,
568
1 
6,;':lBl 260
1 
.64 / 6.00 
Oorn and cowpea hay ..... . . . .. ... . . . .... .. 1,568 7,757 624 l.M 2.51 
In this trial the substitution of cowpea hay ·· for the timothy more 
than doubled the gain. 
Second trial-1900-01- S0 days-4 steers in each lot-6 pounds of shelled corn per day per 
head. 
Kind of feed. 
C'l I:l1 
"' 
_:>- 01>$ 0 po 0 ~;1 .., 
'< ". 
"'''' I:l e. ,?'S' 
" '" 
~ 
'" 
~ 3. :~ 
-'" ,.,. (1) E. :q 0'", C'D
.P rn ... F F ~'g c: c;: . ; :UQ po 
: § rn rn :r. ~. 
I:l Co 
Oorn and timothy hay ....... .. ........... .. . . . .. . . ... . ....... . 1,921i 4,543 318 1.00 a.06 
Corn and clover hay .... .. .... .. . . ... .. ..... ..... ............. .. 1\926 5,719 610 2.00 3. 01 
Oorn and millet ................ ... ..... . . ... . . ... .. ... . ... ; .. .. 1,926 3,941 119 .37 16.10 
Corn and sorghum hay .............. .... .. . ... . ............... . 1, 926 4,727 16a .52 11.00 
The results of the two experiments are in full accord. Note the 
difference in the amount of gain and in the number of pounds of corn 
required per pound of gain of the steers that were fed a balanced ration, 
in comparison with those which were fed an unbalanced ration of corn 
with either timothy hay, millet or sorghum. The corn when fed with 
• either clover or cowpeas was more than twice as efficient as when com-
bined with any of the other materials named. 
*Missouri Experiment Station-Board of Agriculture Bulletins September aDd October. 
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Fattening Steers. -Corn is conceded by all authorities to be the best 
single grain ration for fattening animals-especially when its low cost is 
considered. At the same time the combination of corn with such food 
stuffs as will increase the proportion of protein in a ration, will result in a 
more rapid gain, as is clearly shown in the following experiments by the 
writer :* 
COMPARISON OF BALANCED AND UNBALANCED RATIONS FOR FATTENING 
STEERS. 
First l.rlal-1899-1900-119 days-4 two-year old steers In each lot-full fed on shelled corn. 
a 
0:6' 
'" 
",,> . ~'" 0'P 0 0 CD~ 0'0 ... a ., 
en'" ct .... .", 
= : OQ :::, 0= "I:' CD '1=" en 0. ... 0. 0 ~ • I:' "" "'l" en ..,"" Kind of teed. : CD l" CD~. 
"""" 
.!'c!> CD~ CD en p' !,,<q E.;l ... ? en I:' ~. 0:0' CD 0: g; I:' en 0:: 0' l" :~ 
" 
.,. 
:"" CD !" :~ : CD : ~ I:' ., 
Oorn :Lnd timothy hay .................................... 1 IBU I 3, 813 1 802
1 
1. 69 I 11.51 I 4.87 
Corn and cowpea hay .................................... 188 3,6U2 1,257 2.04 8.31 6.74 
Second trlal-HJOO-OI-I05 days-4 two ye'll' old s1;cers In each lot-full fed 011 shelled corn. 
O'~ CD:>:' 
.... '" ~oq~ ""oe'" 0'P 
" .. 
..,0 0'0 e5g8 "':::' 
en= ... ", re CDl'" "I:' Kind of feed. ;tc!> .?{J~ ~; p. I:' I:' Sloe • 0. :oq : ....en ool" ~~ I:'c!> 0:1:' : .., .... l" . ... .ct ~'d ~. CD !"CD .., .... 0' 
P en :.!' CD .... ~f : .,<q o-m ... 1:' 
Corn and timot.hy hay ......... 157.5 2,540 789 1. 97 11.19 5.00 
Oorn and clover IULy ....... ....... 17'6. !~ 4,768 1,135 2.8,J 8.69 6.44 
Oorn and cowpe:t h"y ..... .. ... .. ........ 175.il 4,783 1,134 ;!.84 8.65 6.47 
These results are worthy of the most careful consideration. Taken 
in connection ~with those reported for yearlings, they indicate that the 
combination of clover or cowpeas with corn exerts a profound influence 
upon the efficiency of the ration as compared with corn and timothy 
hay. It will be noted that with the unbalanced ration of com and tim~ 
othy, each bushel of corn produced in one trial 4.87 pounds of gain 
and 5 pounds in the other, or an average of 4.93 pounds for the two 
trials. When, however clover or cowpea hay was substituted for the 
timothy, each bushel of corn produced from 6.44 to 6.74 pounds of 
gain, or an average of 6.58 pounds-an increase of r.65 pounds of beef 
from each bushel of corn fed. With steers selling at five cents per 
pound, this means that the feeder is getting 8]4 c'ents a bushel more 
for his corn by balancing his ration with some such ' theap material as 
* Missouri Experiment Station-Board of Agriculture Bulletins September and Octobe; 
1901. 
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dover or cowpeas. \Vith corn at 25 cents or 30 cents a bushel, this 
is equivalent to an increase of 25 per cent. to 33 per cent. in the returns 
from his feeding operations. On the assumption that one-fifth of the 
~ort?- produced in the State is fed to cattle of this class, the increased 
profits from balancing the corn would amount to about two and a half 
million dollars each year. 
Not only is tliis true, but the steers will command a higher price 
all the market by reason of having gotten fatter, of finishing up smoothet, 
and carrying more bloom. In the case of young cattle the advantage is 
not all expressed in increased gain in weight, since the animal, when 
wintered on a balanced ration is in condition to make better growth on 
grass or to go into the feed lot and make rapid and economical gains. 
H ogs.-Plumb* reports the results of a feeding trial with pigs. in 
which corn meal wa's compared with equal parts corn meal and wheat 
middlings with the following result: 
Kind of feed . 
(Jol'n meal. . . .. . . . . . . .... .... .... . . . . . ... . ....... .. ....... . ... . ....... . ...... .. . . . 1 
(Jorn meal and wheat mlddlings . ... . ....... . ...... . ........... . ...... .. .. . 
:..." 
1.55 4.32 
4.06 
Cottrellt reports the results of a number of experiments in which 
Soy Bean meal was used to balance the corn. A summary of these trials 
is presented: 
-COMPARISON OF BALANCED AND UNBALANCED RATIONS FOR HOGS-SIX 
TRIALS. 
Kind of feed . 
First trial: 
Katircornmeal, wet .. . .......... . ... . . . ... . .......... .. . .. . .. . . 
Kafir (lorn meal four-fifths, Soy Bean meal .one-fifth, wet .. ..... . 
!'econd trial: . 
Kafir corn meal. wet... .. .. .... .... .... . ... . ...... . . .. ... . .. , .. " .. 
Kafir corn meal four-fifths, Soy Bean meal one-fifth , wet ., .. . . 
'l'hird trial: 
Kallr corn meal, soaked 48 hours ... , ..... , . . . .. . ,.,. , . . ... .. . . .. . 
Rafircorn meal two-thirds, Soy Bean meal one-third, soaked 48 hrs 
Oorn meal, soaked 48 hours. , . . . ,. .. . . .. . . . . .. . ... ' . . . , .' ... ,. ,. 
Oorn meal two-thirus, Soy Bean meal one-third soaked 48 hours. 
Fourth trial: 
Kafir corn meal, dry. ...... ...... .. . . . .... , . . , .... . , ..... , ..... ", ... 
Rafir (lorn meal four-fifths, Soy Bean meal one-fifth, dry .... .. . . , 
Fifth trial, 50 days: 
Kafir corn meal, dry. , . .. , . .. .... . ' .. .. . ......... , . . .. . . . . .... . .. ... . 
Kafircorn meal four-fifths, Soy Bean meal one-fifth, dry . . 
*Indiana Experiment Station, Bulletin No,' 71. 
tKansas Experiment:Station, Bulletin Z'Io. 9.;. 
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From the above it is seen that in every case the Soy Bean meal 
had the effect of increasing the rate of gain per day and cheapening the 
cost.of production. A veraging all the work at the Kansas Station, it 
was found that the six lots of hogs having Soy Bean meal as a part of 
the ration required 4I I pounds of grain for roo pounds of gain, while 
the nineteen lots not having Soy Beans and fed either Kafir corn or corn, 
required 564 pounds of grain for roo pounds of gain. 
CORN AS A FEED FOR HORSES. 
, So much has been said against the feeding of work horses on an 
exclusive grain ration of corn that much unreasonable prejudice has 
been aroused against its use for all classes of horses. This is especially 
true of horse owners of the eastern states and of Europe. While it is 
not contended that corn alone should be fed for any great length of time 
to horses at work or young growing animals, at the same time it is fun-
damentally true that all things considered it is the most efficient and best 
single grain for idle horses and for those performing all classes (,f 
~vork, and that it must form the basis of the ration for this class of stock 
as it does for all others, if due consideration is to be given to the economy 
of production. P erhaps the most elaborate experiments on record in 
point of number of horses involved and the length of time over which 
the observations have extended, are those recently reported by 
M. Lavalard* of France. His investigations ' were begun for 
the Paris Omnibus Company with the view. of establishing 
a rational basis for the feeding of the large number of 
horses controlled by them under the different conditions of 
work, and have already extended over a period 6f 25 years, 
and later involved saddle horses and light draft horses travelling at a 
rapid gait; horses handling light loadS, and heavy draft horses hauling 
heavy loads at a slow pace. Altogether the observations have covered 
some I6,000 horses belonging to the Omnibus Company, about I7,001) 
army horses, and 1,000 horses useel for heavy frei ghting. In summing 
up his conclusions with the use of corn, the following should have the 
effect of dispelling whatever prejudice may exist against the use of 
this feed for all classes of horses. 
"Our first experiments were made with Indian corn. They were 
undertaken with all kinds of horses and gave most satisfactory results. 
The Campagnie generale des voitm'es and the Campagnie generate des 
omnibus began about 1870 to feed Indian corn, and the results were 
so satisfactory that since that time the first named company has almost 
entirely ceased to feeel oats. The latter company has continued to feed 
' Experiment Sta tion Record, Vol. XU, p. 14. 
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bo.th oats and corn, effecting a saving of from 1,000,000 to 1,5°0.000. 
francs ($200.,000 to $3°0,000) per year. In view of these facts, the oppo-
nents of corn have been forced to admit that it is suitable feed for draft 
horses. They have insisted, ho.wever, that since it does not contain the so-
called stimulating principle "avenine" it should not he used for saddle 
horses and others where speed is required. Examples of the successful use 
o.f corn were cited in the author's earlier pUblications. The horses of the 
French expedition in Mexico were fed exclusively on corn. Our recent 
experiments on cavalry and artillery horses have shown that Indian corn 
may generally replace oats without in any way causing the horses to 
deteriorate. The horses fed a corn ration were used the same number 
of hours in the military drill and in the same maneuvers, and were 
ridden at the same gait as those fed exclusively on oats, and it was prac-
tically impossible to perceive the least difference between the two. 
classes. The army officers, prejudiced as they naturally were, 
were forced to admit that all the horses showed the same energy 
and vigor. A careful record showed that the sickness and mortality 
were the same with horses o.n the two rations. 
Corn and oats are quite similar in composition. In experiments 
made at the laboratory of the Campagnie generale des omnib~ts in co-
operation with Muntz, the author found very high co-efficients of diges-
tibility for corn, as shown by the following results: Protein, 86.1; fat, 
93.9; sugar and starch, 100; crude fiber, 82.8, saccharifriable fiber, 86.9; 
undetermined substances, 85.2 per cent. These co-efficients show that 
the nutritive ingredients of corn are much more assimilable than has 
been generally believed in Europe. As regards physical character, oats 
contain on an average 70 to 75 per cent. of kernel and 25 to 30 per cent. 
of indigestible hu\l, which resembles straw in composition. The skin 
or hull of maize amounts to practically nothing. These facts show why 
horses thrive better and are more apt to maintain their weight on corn 
than on oats. Ou~ recent experiments have demonstrated that com can 
replace oats in the ration of both cavalry and artillery horses, "tncl if 
substituted weight for weight it increases the nutritive value of the 
ration. This is the same deduction which was drawn from experiments, 
now more than 25 years old, made for the two great cab compan~es of 
Paris." 
Shepperd* compared a ration consisting of equal parts corn and 
oats, with oats alone, for mules at hard work with' the result that the 
animals on corn and o.ats made an averag~ daily galn of seven-tenths 
*North Dakota Experiment Station, Bulletin No.4:;. 
A part· of the Fir,," I'riw car I(lad of Hereford SLeeN a.t th~Plttsbu~ Fa.t Stock Show, November, llI01, sold lor_$9.50 per 100 pound~. Fed and exhibited by 
urner lIlcBalne, ColumbIa.. "ltssourL 
lo  r st.eerS he· ilO  bu.nr .]; 19  t : nds. .  
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of a pound, while those on oats alone lost six-tenths of a pound. He 
estimates that 77.5 pounds of corn is worth 100 pounds of oats for 
horses at work. 
CORN AS A FOOD FOR POULTRY. 
For the fattening of all classes of fowls, corn is conceded to be un-
surpassed, but the almost universal advice of poultrymen to eliminate 
this material entirely from the ration of laying fowls is perhaps based, 
first, upon the notion that the egg contains a large proportion of protein 
and, therefore only food stuffs rich in this group of substances can be 
used to advantage, and second, doubtless upon the unfavorable results ob-
tained in practice from the exclttsive use of corn for this purpose. 
Some recent experiments by Brooks and Thompsontwith several 
different breeds, in which complete laying records were kept for the 
two years covered by the experiment clearly indicate that this prejudice 
against corn, when properly combined with other food stuffs, is un-
founded and that by adding a reaso.nable amount of wrn to the ration 
a large increase in egg production at a decreased cost will result. 
In one trial wheat, oats, bran middlings, animal meal, corn and 
corn meal were fed to one lot o~ 19 pullets, and to another lot of similar 
pullets the same ration was given except that the middlings and gluten 
feed in the morning mash were replaced by corn meal, and the substitu-
tion of shelled corn was made for about half of the wheat and oats in the 
evening feed. The experiments were conducted in both winter and 
summer. The results showed that the hens having the larger amount of 
corn instead of so. much high-priC'ed material, like wheat, middlings, 
oats, gluten feed, " etc. : 
1. Produced fro111 one-fourth to one-third more eggs. 
2. At materially less expense for food. 
3. That the eggs from the corn fed fowls were of milder flavor and 
had a yolk of deeper yellow color. 
4. That the fowls thus fed gained in weight despite the increased num-
ber of eggs produced. 
S. That on slaughter at the close of the experiment, the fowls fed corn 
dressed more and were pronounced by an experienced market judge 
to be superior to those fed on the higher priced ration. 
In another' experiment where the corn displaced the wheat and 
oats entirely as a night feed, but the ration in other re~pects was the -
same as in the previous trial, the results were even more strikingly 
favorable to the. use of corn. 
i'Massachusetts Expel'!ment~Statlon, Reports 1899-1000. 
It is not to be concluded from these results that an exclusive 
ration of corn would prove satisfactory for this purpose, but that in 
the case of laying fowls, is with all other stock, corn, judiciously used, 
is the most economical and profitable food stuff available. For the 
greatest profit in any feeding operation, it must form the basis of the 
ration. 
THE MORE COMPLETE UTILIZATION OF THE CORN STOVER.* 
The second most important way in which the value of the corn crop 
may be increased to the farmer is in the more complete utilization 
of the corn stover. 
It is estimated that between 80 and 90 million tons of stover are 
produced on the 80,000,000 acres normally planted to corn in the United 
States each year. The magnitude of this annual crop of roughness will 
be more fully appreciated when we consider that the annual hay crop 
of the United States is between 60 and 70 million tons, and is estimated . 
to have a money value on the farm of something like $500,000,000. 
While the stover is carefully harvested and fed in the more· densely 
populated states of the East, it is nevertheless true that in the great corn 
belt of the Middle West, where more than half of the corn of the natioil 
is produced, there is a prodigious and profligate waste of this valuable 
material. In this section valuable land is used for the production of 
timothy hay upon every farm to be used for roughness, and acres of 
corn stover are allowed to go almost entirely to waste. 
It is safe to estimate that something like seven million tons of corn 
stover are produced in Missouri in the average year. Certainly three and 
a half million tons or one-half 01 all that is produced. is allowed to go 
to waste., A better idea o! the meaning of this waste may be formed 
when it is realized that the average hay crop of the State is very little 
more than three million tons and is estimated to have a value on the farm 
of over twenty million dollars. It is safe to estimate that half of this 
hay crop is timothy-a material that supplies the same class of nutrients 
found in corn stover, as is clearly shown a little later. 
*The corn 'plant after the ·ea l' Is l'emoyed. 
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COMPARISON OF NUTRIENTS IN EAR AND STOVER. 
According to the investigation of Armsby* and others, the digesti-
ble nutrients of the entire corn plant are distributed between the ear 
and the stover absmt as follows: 
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Protein ............................ .... .... , ........................ . .......... . 
Oarbohydrates . . . . ........ . . ......... ..... .... . .. ......... .. ............ , ..... . 
Fat .. .. . ......................... · · .. · .... ·· · .. ··· .. · ····· .. ···· ............. .. . 147 12.'\ 22 
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Total...: .................. .... ........................................... .. . . 4,248 2,670 1,57'8 
Per cent ................. ..... ....... . ........ ... .. ... .... . ........ ....... ..... .. 100 03 37 
*Pellnsylvanla Experiment Station, Heport l~S'j'. 
These results indicate that approximately 63 per cent, or practi-
cally two-thirds of the digestible material of the entire crop is lodged 
in the ear, and about 37 per cent, or a little more than one-third, is 
found'in the stover. 
The corn grower, perhaps, does not realize when he harvests and 
utilizes only the ears, that he wilfully wastes more than one-third of 
the crop that he has been at the pains of growing. 
COMPOSITION OF CORN STOVER COMPARED WITH TIMOTHY HAY.* 
Water ........................... ;.... .......... ........ 40.1 
Ash .. ................................................... 3,4 
Fiber................................................... 19.1 
Fat ... :....... .......................... .. . ............. 1.1 
Protein..... . ...... .............. ... ....... ......... . ... 3.8 
Nitrogen tree extract.... ....... ... ...... ...... . ..... 31.0 
* Lindsey, U. S. YearBook.180G. 
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AMOUNT OF DIGESTIBLE NUTRIENTS IN A TON Oll' STOVER* AND A TON OF' 
TIMOTHY, COMPARED. t 
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Fiber ........ .. . . .... . .. .. . ... . . . .. ... ............. .. ... . .. .. . ... .......... . . 353. 7 200. 1. 
Fat ...... ........ . .•...... . .. .. •. ..• .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . ..... . ......... . .. . ....... . . . .. ... .. 13 5 33.1 
Protein . . . . .. ...... . ; .....•.... .. . . . ... .. : ... ... ... . .. .. ....... . . . ....... .. ........ .. .. .. . 53.1 55.4 
Nitrogen free extr act .... . ... . ........... ... ... . . . . . . . .... .. . ....... . . . . .... .. ... .. .. . . 54<1. 6 553. 6· 
----
Total. •.... . ... . ... . .... ~ . .. .. . .. . ..... .. . . . . ........ . . . . . .. .... ... . ....... .. ... . . . 9tH. 9 038.:! 
* Stover computed on basis of 20 per cent moisture. 
It is safe to discount these figures for the coarse rank growing 
stover of Missouri, for experience teaches that this material is not so 
palatable and probably not so digestible as the smaller and finer 
stover produced in the north. 
At the same time, the results of all experiments and of experience 
abundantly prove that even this coarse stover has a feeding value that 
would fully justify the labor, pains and expense of harvesting and 
feeding 'it. The waste of this food that occurs in many sections from 
merely topping the stalk, leaving the blades below the ear and the 
husks to waste, is not from any point of view justifiable or economical, 
much less the more common practice all through the corn belt, which 
includes Missouri, of allowing most of the COrn to stand in the field 
until harvested, and of allowing all of the stover to waste except the 
little that the stock may eat in gleaning the stalk fields late in the se~­
son. 
TH E FEEDI N G VALUE OF CORN STOVER. 
The resuit s of experiments by the 1\1issouri Station extending 
over six years, with yearling and two-year old steers, both with 
ana without grain, will enable us to form a fair estimate of the 
feeding vaiue of this material as compared with timothy hay, which 
is accepted as the commercial standard of all rough fodders . In 
all of these trials, large coarse stover from COrn yielding 60 to 
70 bushels of grain per acre was used. It was allowed to stand 
in the open field in what is commonly known as "sixteen hill 
square shocks," until required for feeding, and was fed whole. The 
timothy was harvested when the seed was in the dough sta,te, and 
the hay ' was either preserved in the mow or in large ricks. Un-
t L1ndsey. U.-S . Year Book, 1896. 
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doubtedly the smaller stover of the north or the finer material grown 
especially for fodder, would show a higher palatability and feeding 
value, but it is this coarse stover which is mainly wasted, and the 
results of these experiments are therefore directly applicable to the 
ordinary conditions of the State. 
COMPARISON OF FEEDING VALUE OF STOVEH AND TIMOTHY. 
Yearling steers-no grain-results computed on Lhe basis of 1,000 pounds Jive welght-
three years' work: 
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From these results it appears that when corn stove'r alone was 
feel, the animals neither gained nor lost in weight, averaging the 
three years' work, while those having all the timothy hay they would 
eat made a slight gain. More dry matter was uniformly con~umed 
per day by the steers on stover, and a considerably larger proportion . 
of the material fed was refused than in the case of the timothy. Tak-
ing all these facts into consideration, it is safe to estimate that ton 
for ton, stover has approximately half the feeding value of timothy 
hay when each is used. as an exclusive ration. That it is not good 
business policy, however, to winter cattle in this way in the ordinary 
. season, will be accepted without argument. 
INCHEASING THE VALUE OF STOVEH. 
That it is easy to so ·increase the value of stover by combining 
it with some such material as clover, cowpea hay or alfalfa, that it will 
even exceed timothy when the timothy is fed alone or in combination 
with corn, will be perfectly clear from the results of further trials at 
the Missouri Experiment Station. 
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COMBIKATION OF STOVER AND CLOVER COMPARED WITH TIMOTHY. 
Yearling steers-no grain"- results computed on :~ basis of 1,000 pounds live weight: 
Kind of feed. 
21. 71 
25.2 
aO.8 
58.4 
In this case a ton of stover and a ton of clover hay when fed 
together fully equalled two tons of timothy. 
Other t r ials in which a small amount of shelled corn was added 
to the ration, ftilly confi rm these results as follo\vs: 
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FATTENING STEERS. 
COMPARISON OF TIMOTHY WITH EQUAL PARTS CORN STOVER AND CLOVER 
HAY FOR STEERS ON FULL FEED. 
1899-two year old steers-U9 days-4 steOl'S In each lot-full feed of shelled corn: 
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Oorn, clover hay and corn stover ...... ..... ... ..... ... . 185 l*l,626} 
'1 t 1,889 917 1.94 11 .29 ,U6 
1900-two year old steers-105 days-4 steers in each lot-full feed of corn: 
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Oorn, clover and corn st,over . .......................... . 170 1*2,4751 
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Thus it appears in every case, whether fed without grain, with 
a small allowance of grain, or on full feed; whether with yearlings or 
aged cattle; a combination of corn stover and clover hay proved 
superior to timothy hay. In other words, the farmer is able by this 
means to make the stover serve every purpose in cattle feeding at 
least, for which timothy is now used. Under these circumstances it 
is fair to say that timothy and stover have at least equal feeding 
values. It is quite probable that where such hays as clover, alfalfa 
and cowpeas are not available, 'a small quantity of cottonseed meal, 
linseed meal, gluten meal, or bran may serve the same purpose and 
accomplish the same result, viz.: of enabling the feeder to use his 
stover to the best possible advantage, and as a complete substitute 
for timothy. It is needless to say that ' the accomplishment of this 
.Clover hay. 
tOorn stover 
0-3 
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result would be attended by an immense increase in the net returns 
from the corn crop. The annual stover crop of the United States 
would then represent a valuation to the farmer of something like 
three quarters of a billion dollars. Missouri's stover crop would under 
these circumstances bring the feeder something over forty million 
dollars every year. No farmer would willfully permit the waste of 
his timothy crop after it had been grown and required only to be 
harvested to be available as a feed. There is in the light of the re-
sults of the foregoing experiments quite as little justification for the 
waste of his stover. 
SILOING VS. FIELD CURING. 
The practice of preserving the green corn plant in the ~ilo has 
grown rapidly in favor, especially with the dairy farmer. 
It commends itself on the ground that: 
r. A large quantity of material may be stored in a comparatively 
small space. 
2. Green and succulent food . is thereby provided for the winter 
months. · 
·3. The green plant is more palatable, the coarser parts of the 
stalk being much more completely consumed when made 
into silage. 
4. The harvesting is done during the pleasant weather in the 
early fall, and the drudgery of handling dry stover in 
winter is obviated. 
5. It is cheaper on the whole than to be at the expense of husk-
ing and grinding the ears and cutting and shredding the 
stover. It does not appear to affect the digestibility of 
the material favorably or unfavorably. 
COMPARISON OF THE FEEDING VALUE OF SILAGE AND FIELD CURED CORN 
FODDER. 
Experiments have been made at the Yermont and Wisconsin 
Stations, in which two rows of corn across the field were cut and 
placed in shocks, while the next two were run through the feed 
cutter and placed in the silo. By thus alternating until the silo was 
filled, equal quantities of material cut at the saD;1e time and from the 
same field were . obtained. The field cured fodder was later run 
through the feed cutter and fed in ' comparison with silage, to dairy 
cows, with equal quantities of hay and grain.* 
*Henry's Feeds and Feeding. 
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"The results at the Vermont Station were as follows: 
14,262 pounds green fodder corn, when dried, fed with a uniform 
daily allowance of hay and grain, produced 7,688 pounds of mille. 
14,262 pounds green fodder corn converted into silage, and fed 
with the same daily ration of hay and grain, produced 8,525 pounds 
of milk. 
At the Wisconsin Station the results were: 
From 29,800 pounds of green fodder were obtained 24.440 pounds 
of silage, which, fed with 1,648 pounds of hay and 2,884 pounds of 
grain, produced 7.496 pounds of milk, containing 340.4 pounds of fat. 
From 29,800 pounds of green fodder were obtained 7,330 pounds 
of field cured fodder corn, which, fed with 1,567 pounds of hay and 
2,743 pounds of grain, produced 7,II9 pounds of milk, containing 
318.2 pounds of fat. 
At the Vermont Station the silage ration produced 837 pounds 
or .II per cent more milk than was obtained from the dry fodder 
ration. 
At the Wisconsin Station the silage ration yielded 377 pounds 
more milk and 22 pounds more fat-a difference in favor of silage 
of 5 per cent in milk and 6 per cent in fat." 
LOSSES IN THE SILOING AND FIELD CllR1NG PROCESSES. 
Whether the changes which occur in the silo be due to the activity 
of certain ferments, as has been held for a long time, or whether the re-
\ 
suIts of recent investigations, indicating that these changes are mainly 
due to respiratory processes which continue as 16ng as the plant cells 
live, be accepted, the more important fact to the feeder remains un-
altered, that these changes are accompanied by a material loss of 
organic matter, and that such loss is largely proportionate to the 
amount of oxygen or air admitted to the mass. That the more per-
fectly the mass be compacted,and the more nearly air-tight the silo, 
the less the loss. The necessary, or at least unavoidable loss under 
practical conditions, seems to be approximately IS per cent of dry 
matter-that is the feeder takes out of the silo between one- seventh 
and one-sixth less dry matter than he puts in. It is moreover true 
that the loss falls most heavily on the sugars which are mo.re or less 
completely converted into acids. ' To some extent, changes occur in 
the nitrogenous compounds, . which affect adversely their feeding 
value. 
Attention has been sharply drawn to these loss.es in preserving 
silage, with the resttlt that many have . been deterred from adopting 
this system. Careful inquiries in a number of states into the losses 
accompanying the field curing process, amply justify the conclusion 
that under the most favorable conditions they are quite as large as in 
the siloing system, and under ordinary circumstances are considerably 
larger. The loss in feeding the dry fodder-the uneaten portion of 
the stalk-must be added to the unavoidable loss in field curing. In 
the experiments already quoted with coarse stover, this loss 
amounted to approximately 40 per cent of the total weight of fresh 
substance fed, while in the same experiment less than 8 per cent of 
the silage was refused. While this portion of the plant is not perhaps 
as digestible, and certainly not as palatable as the portion eaten, yet 
experiments by Jordan and Paterson show that a considerable amount 
of digestible matter is contained in the lower half of the stalk, which 
is available to the animals if they can be induced by any practical 
means to consume it. In overcoming this loss, or in inducing the ani-
mals to eat practically all of the plant, lies perhaps the greatest 
single benefit to be derived from siloing. 
Finally, the advantage of silage over field cured material to the 
dairyman, has been proven by an abundance of practical experience. 
Experiments at the Missouri Station clearly indicate that for winter-
ing stock cattle of all classes, it possesses decided advantages over the 
field curing system. For cattle on full feed, the testimony is conflict-
ing, and there is yet some doubt as to whether it is feasible under or-
dinary circumstances to feed steers that are carrying considerable 
flesh very much silage. For sheep, its value is already well recog" 
nized. 
SILAGE VS. ROOTS. 
Many feeders concede the necessity of some succulent food dur-
ing the winter months, who, however, insist, that some one of the 
root crops is more satisfactory than silage, basing their opinion upon 
the belief that a larger yield of dry, digestible matter may be produced 
with roots than with corn, and that the roots. ha.v6 a materially 
higher feeding value: It will not be contended that an acre of roots 
can be grown, harvested and fed as cheaply as an equal area of corn. 
' On the contrary the results of careful experiments and the most re-
liable estimates from experienced and successful growers indicate that 
an acre of roots will cost under the most favorable circumstances fully 
three times as much as an acre of corn. 
From tan experiment extending over three years at the Pennsyl-
vania Station by the writer*, it was found that the yield of digestible 
matter in l!1angels or suger beets was 'on the ave1'age about half that 
• Pennsylvania State Oollege, Annual Report 1898. 
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of corn. In other words, it required approximately two acres of 
beets to be equivalent in this respect to one acre of corn. Attention 
is invited to the following table showing the . compar~tive yield of 
corn and roots at a number of the stations : 
YIELD OF DRY MATTER PER ACRE OF ROOTS AND GREEN FODDER CORN-
FOUR STATIONS. t 
Rutabagas .... . .... . .... .. ...... .. .. . 
Mangels .... .. .. . .. . ...... .. ............ 
'l'urnlps ................ . . ... . .. .. .. .. . 
Sugar beets .... .. .. . ... ... . ...... .... . 
Fodder corn . ...... .. .. . . ........ .. .. . 
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. .. ... . . .... .... .. . .... . .. ... .. 46,120 4, 382 
11,430 2,010 ...... . . .. . . . . 32,003 4, 737 
18, ii!ll 5,f)22 .. . .... 11,000 41,172 8,135 
In view of the fact, therefore, that beets are fu lly three fold more 
expensive to grow, and yield only about half as m uch digestible mat-
ter, it would be necessary for them to ' possess approximately six times 
the feeding value of corn silage, per pound of digestible matter, in 
order to establish even a parity between the two classes of feeds. 
Careful experiments, however, in Pennsylvania, Ohio and Ver-
mont, show beyond question that there is little or .no difference be-
tween the feeding value of the elry matter of the two feeds, and 
the small difference was found to be uniformly in favo r of the silage. 
From every point of view, t herefore, the great disadvantage of root 
crops in competition with corn is per fectly apparent. 
SOILING. 
No plant now known to us equals corn in its adaptability 
t(, the soiling system. Varieties may be selected which will yield a 
continuous crop of succul.ent food, mature enough to have a high fee<i-
ing value, from the middle of June until the severe frosts of autumn. 
The practice of relying upon corn almost exclusively from the time 
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the earliest variety can be brought to a reasonable state of maturity, 
until the close of the season, is well founded and fully iustified by the 
results of scientific research. Corn has the advantage of yielding a 
larger quantity of digestible matter per acre at less cost than any 
ei.her crop suit~d to soiling, and furthermore it may be harvested, 
handled and fed .more conveniently that]. any of the other crops used, 
and has a higher feeding value. 
The problem with those who follow this system is to find some 
plant to cover the period of early spring befor~ corn can be brought 
to maturity. In the solution of this problem it has been found that 
corn silage kept over fronl the preceding season will answer this pur-
pose more fully and more satisfactorily than any crop that can be 
grown at that season of the year. Thus the corn plant lends itself 
to the farmer who by reason of limited area and high-priced land is 
forced to produce the largest possible quantity per acre, quite as well 
as to the farmer on the broad fertile prairies of the west where the 
greatest possible number of acres must be managed. by one man. 
PREPARATION OF CORN FOR FEEDI NG. 
STEAMING, COOKING, ETc.-Upon tl)is poirit Prof. J orclan has 
summed up the results of the investigations and practical experience as 
follows :* 
"Much labor and expense have been expended by farmers in 
giving to feeding stuffs special treatment, such as wetting, steaming, 
cooking and fermenting, in order to secure a supposed increase in 
nutritive value, an increase which must come chiefly, if at all, from 
a more complete digestion. It is plainly noticeable that these methods 
of feeding have lost in prevalence rather than gained. Practice does 
not seem to have permanently ratified them, and, so far as digestibility 
is concerned, this outcome is in accordance with the results of scien-
tific demonstration. The conclusions of German experimenters have 
been that these special treatments have no favorable influence, their 
effect being either imperceptible or unfavorable. 
German and American experiments unite in c~ndemning the cook-
ing of foods 'already palatable, because this causes a marked depres-
, sion of the digestibility of the protein, witp no compensating advan-
tages. Digestion trials with cooked or steamed hays, silage, lupine 
seed, cornmeal and wheat bran, and roasted cotton seed, uniformly 
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show their protein to be notably less digestible than that in the original 
materials, a fact which may explain the lessened productive value of 
cooked grains which has been observed in certain experiments. It 
must be conceded, of course, that when cooking feeding stuffs by 
ste'aming or otherwise renders them more palatable, and thereby 
makes possible the consumption of material otherwise wasted, the 
influence upon digestibility is a minor consideration." 
A large number of careful experiments have been made in this 
country with corn on hogs with results unfavorable to cooking. Corn 
was either shelled or ground and in some cases a mixture of corn meal 
and middlings was used. In most cases the raw food was more effi-
cient than the same, food carefully cooked. Averaging all the trials, 
476 pounds of uncooked meal or grain were required for 100 pounds 
gain while after it was cooked 50S pounds were required for the same 
gain. 
GRINDING.--Experiments indicate that corn when ground into 
meal or the grain and cob crushed together will be somewhat more diges-
tible than when fed whole. The difference, however, is so small that when 
corn is very cheap the increased efficiency may not meet the expense of 
grinding. 
The following concise advice from Professor Henry is com-
mended :* 
,"This subject is a difficult one tb discuss owing to the great va-
riety of condit ions existing as to both grain and animals. Directions , 
are here given which may serve to guide the feeder in his practice. For 
horses which are out of the stable during the day and worked hard, 
all grain, with the possible excepJion of oats should be ground. For 
those at extremely hard work, all grain should be ground and mixed 
with chaffed hay. For idle horses oats or corn should not be ground, 
nor need the hay or straw be chaffed. A ~ow :fielding a large flow of 
milk should be regarded as a hard working animal and her feed pre-
pared accordingly. Fattening steers and pigs may be crowded more 
rapidly with, meal than witl~ whole grain, though there is more daI).ger 
attendant upon its use. Sheep worth feeding can always grind their 
own grain. In general, idle animals and those having ample time for 
mastication, rumination and digestion do not need their grain or 
roughage prepared as carefully as do those with only limited time for 
these essential operations. Experiments quite generally show in-
creased gains from grinding grain, but in many cases they are not 
sufficient to pay the cost of grinding." 
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It is believed that it will pay to grind or crush corn for calves, 
colts and all young cattle in the average season, particularly if they are 
to be fed strong, and it will undoubtedly pay to prepare corn in this 
way for dairy cows in any season. It is not believed that the cob has 
any considerable nutritive value, but it seems to have a very favorable 
effect upon the mechanical condition of the grain in the stomach of the 
animal. For steers two years old and over, with hogs healthy and 
bringing a good price it is very doubtful if any preparation, except 
shelling toward the close of the feeding period in winter, or shelling 
and soaking for 12 hours in summer on grass, will be profitable in 
the average season. For hogs the value of the food may be increased 
by soaking a few hours provided care is taken to feed it sweet. A 
number of experiments on this point indicate that the soaked feed is 
about 7 per cent. more efficient than the same material fed dry. This 
appears to be about as mu~h gain a.s will be derived from grinding. 
Soaking in warm weather is much cheaper than grinding. It should 
110t under any circumstances be fed in a thin slop, but should be thick 
enough to cause the animals to chew the food rather than attempt to 
drink it. 
SHREDDING OR CUTTING STOVER. 
The recent perfecting of machinery for husking the corn and 
shredding and ricking the stover at one operation, and at a slight 
advanc'e in cost over the ordinary expense of husking shock corn by 
hand has brought this method of preparing the stover into much 
prominence. 
The experiments intended to compare the feeding value of 
shredded and whole fodder have yielded ' very conflicting results. 
Shelton* experimented three years with cut and uncut stover for cows, 
and found that insteaq of most of the 'cut fodder being eaten, an aver-
age of 31 per cent. was refused . In one experiment it was observed 
that the finer it was cut the larger the proportion refused by the cows. 
He summed up his experience as follows: "I am abundantly satis-
fied from accurate experiments made to test the point, and from a large 
general experience, that the chief, almost only, value of cutting fodder 
is found in the fact that such chopped fodder can be 2}aced in the 
manger and generally handled much more conveniently than the un-
chopped." 
Experiments with shredded and whole stover at the Missouri 
Experiment Station by the writer, extending over two years with 
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yearling steers in which the stover was in each case the sole feed, showed 
the following: 
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These results show that almost as much of the shredded stover 
was refused as of the whole stover, the percentage being 36 for the 
shredded and 40 for the unshredded ,or 720 pounds per ,ton of shredded 
and 800 pounds for the whole stover. 
In no case did the steers do as well on the shredded as on the 
whole stover, and in every instance the whole stover was more galat-
able. This appears to be accounted for by the fact that when the 
material is offered in its natura'.! condition the animals have an oppor-
tunity to select the portions they prefer and discard the coarser and 
unpalatable parts, whereas' in the case of the shredded sto'ver the 
blades, husks, etc., are so intermingled that no opportunity is offered 
for selection. On the contrary, Henry* reports three trials with cows 
in which the results were quite favorable to shredding in point of 
yield of milk and the completeness with which the stover was eaten. 
The cows were fed grain and hay in addition to the stover. It is pos-
sible ,that the smalier stover of the north would be much more com-
pletely eaten in any case than will the coarse stalks of the south. The 
reports by conservative farmers who have tried the shredding are like-
wise conflicting, many claiming that practicalfy all 10£ the shredded 
material is consumed while others find no benefit in this direction. 
It mu~t be conceded that when the corn can be husked and the 
stover shredded at practically the usual cost of husking the corn, the 
. practice must commend itself to every farmer on account of the greater 
convenience with which the material may bt: fed, and the preservation 
of the material in the mow or rick. ' But to be at the expense of shred-
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ding the stover after the corn is husked, would in all probability be 
unprofitable. 
Shredding fodder undoubtedly relieves the farmer of some very 
disagreeable work in handling the coarse stalks in bad weather, over-
comes the necessity of digging the material out of the snow in winter 
and makes it possible to feed the material in the barn and use the 
portion refused by the stock for bedding. The manure may be handled 
much more conveniently, and in short the greatest drudgery of winter 
feeding is removed. 
. On the other hand, the farmer with the regular force he would 
probably keep in any case can handle the fodder crop without addi-
tional cost or outlay if it be fed whole, whereas if it be shredded or 
siloed the work is concentrated into a few days and much extra labor 
must be hired for the purpose. This is the chief argument against 
shredding, especially since the results of the experiments already 
quoted fail to show an increased feeding value due to the process. 
Finally it seems safe to say that corn fodder is too cheap in the 
ordinary year and likely to be too cheap . in t,he great corn belt for 
many years to come to warrant the expenditure of much money in 
increasing its feeding value. The investment of this extra money in 
saving more fodder will likely pay better than putting it on the amount 
that is now ordinarily cut. 
